Lorraine (Lorrie) Dong received her PhD in Information Studies from the University of Texas at Austin’s School of Information. She is currently a post-doctoral researcher for a Mellon-funded project to develop a digital archives model and a corresponding set of privacy and access recommendations for historical mental institution records. In addition to her doctorate, Lorrie received a Master’s in Information Studies also at UT and an MPhil in Renaissance literature from Cambridge. Her research interests include the social ecologies of records, community archives, and international cultural heritage preservation initiatives. You can find out more about Lorrie at www.lorriedong.com.

Teaching Demonstration:
10-10:50 am, Library Fishbowl (Room 209)
Open to Campus – Everyone attends in the role of a student

Meeting with Staff and Library Partners
11:10-11:50 am, Library Fishbowl (Room 209)
Open to campus staff and Library Partners

Carly Marino works as a temporary Special Collections Librarian at Humboldt State University. She holds an MLIS from San Jose State University, an MA in Cinema and Television Critical Studies from the University of Southern California and is a certified archivist. Carly’s research and work focuses on incorporating primary sources in information literacy instruction, teaching students how to create digital humanities projects using Special Collections and designing the Library Scholar Internship program. Prior to Humboldt State, Carly worked at the Academy of Motion Pictures Margaret Herrick Library, the Clarke Historical Museum and the Humboldt County Public Library. She serves on both the Clarke Historical Museum and the Eureka Theater board of directors.
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